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Abstract

Kernel-bypass networking, which allows applications to circumvent the kernel and interface directly with NIC hardware, is one of the main tools for improving application network performance. However, allowing applications to circumvent the kernel makes it impossible to use tools (e.g., tcpdump) or impose policies (e.g., QoS and filters) that need to interpose on traffic sent by different applications running on a host. This makes maintainability and manageability a challenge for kernel-bypass applications. In response, we propose Kernel On-Path Interposition (KOPI), in which traditional kernel dataplane functionality is retained but implemented in a fully programmable SmartNIC. We hypothesize that KOPI can support the same tools and policies as the kernel stack while retaining the performance benefits of kernel bypass.
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1 Introduction

Network throughput and latency dictates the performance of many applications including web servers, big data engines, and deep learning frameworks. While network line rates are growing rapidly, the OS software stack has emerged as a bottleneck when accessing the network. Consequently, kernel-bypass architectures are gaining popularity as a means to ‘speed up’ network access [12, 21, 38, 56]. This move to kernel-bypass architectures is not limited to the network interfaces alone, and other I/O devices, such as disks, have moved in the same direction for much the same reason [9, 21, 27, 47]. The key idea behind kernel bypass is to allow applications to interface directly with I/O devices and hence avoid the overheads of context switching and copying data between the kernel and applications [7, 25, 38]. Kernel bypass designs are quickly becoming the de rigeur approach to designing high throughput, low-latency networked systems [14, 22, 36, 40].

Unfortunately, kernel bypass architectures have brought a maintenance and manageability nightmare for administrators. For example, system admins are accustomed to setting security and QoS policies like, ‘only application A can send packets on port 22’ or ‘application A has priority access to the network over application B’; when applications are given raw I/O access the administrator can no longer enforce such policies. Similarly, developers are used to debugging networked applications by inspecting traffic traces intercepted in the kernel using tcpdump; a kernel-bypass approach means that interception can only be performed within the application (which is not very helpful when the question at hand is which application is acting up or misbehaving in the first place). In the absence of mechanisms to enforce these policies administrators must rely on ad-hoc and kludgy solutions (such as deploying one virtual machine per application) which have high costs, additional performance overheads, and management complexity.

The root problem is that kernel bypass implies that no single, privileged component has global visibility into network traffic and source applications. Enforcing policies like the QoS example above or providing administrative tools like tcpdump traditionally involve OS interposition on the dataplane, but current approaches to interposition entail undesirable performance overheads.

These overheads result, broadly, from the need for data movement between the application, interposition layer, and the NIC itself. Virtual movement occurs when network traffic must traverse an isolation boundary on the same core, e.g., moving from userspace to the kernel in the OS stack, which introduces well-known overheads [25, 38, 46]. A few recent proposals such as IX [3] and Snap [32] replace this virtual movement with physical movement, placing a dataplane interposition layer on a dedicated, independent processor core and routing traffic through this secondary core. Unfortunately, physical movement also induces overheads due to coherence traffic or copies [11, 37]. The core performance benefits of kernel bypass stem from reducing data movement...
when sending or receiving packets, from two transfers (application, to interposition layer, to NIC) to one (application to NIC).

Prior work, such as Arrakis [38] and SplitFS [21], have argued that kernel policy enforcement should be carried out entirely in the control plane, i.e., policies should merely dictate (and limit) the physical resources (NIC queues, file system blocks, etc.) that an application can access. The dataplane, on the other hand, should be unhindered by the OS. We argue that, in the context of networking, restricting kernel policies in this manner makes it impossible to maintain and manage deployed networked applications.

In this paper, we instead advocate a natural solution to the tension between dataplane interposition and performance: implement the interposition layer on the NIC. This avoids any additional physical or logical data movement (since the NIC is on the data path) and has visibility over all of the traffic sent by the host, regardless of what application produces the traffic. A key challenge with this approach, as we discuss in §3 lies in ensuring that a NIC-based implementation can support a rich set of evolving policies. Kernel developers expect an unrestricted platform for enforcing arbitrary types of policies that can also evolve quickly. In the past year alone, the Linux kernel filtering stack (net/ nf i l t e r ) registered 377 commits, and the Linux network scheduler (net/ sch e d) registered 249 commits. For this reason, ‘fixed function offloads’ such as TCP-offload NICs cannot meet the demands of developers [52]. Instead, today’s technology trends provide new opportunities: programmable SmartNICs—which include embedded CPUs, FPGAs or other programmable elements—for the first time allow an on NIC interposition layer to change and evolve as demanded by developers. We refer to this approach of implementing interposition logic on the NIC as Kernel On-Path Interposition (KOPI) and describe it in this paper.

Recent work [13] moves hypervisor functionality (including network isolation and traffic filtering) into the SmartNIC and is motivated by the same desire to avoid virtual and physical data movement. Given this, one might wonder whether our approach is in fact new, or even necessary? The problem with relying on the hypervisor for interposition is that policies and tools such as flow-scheduling, debugging (using tools like iptables, and netstat) require access not just to network traffic but also to other kernel datastructures including the process table. Hypervisors, which are logically isolated from the OS, cannot implement these policies and tools. As a result we focus on developing OS-integrated KOPI approaches.

We begin our exposition by looking at how the use of kernel-bypass networking impacts manageability and maintainability (§2), before laying out requirements for KOPI (§3). We then describe early work on our KOPI-based OS called Norman (§4), before concluding with a discussion (§5), and related work (§6).

2 What Kernel Bypass Has Cost Us

In this section, we consider Alice, a system administrator managing a server with users Bob and Charlie.1 Alice is in a bare-metal deployment environment (e.g., deployments at Facebook [43, 48], containers at Google [5, 54], etc. [55]). Her server has a single high performance NIC which must be shared by Bob and Charlie’s processes. We consider four common management scenarios which require dataplane interposition: debugging, partitioning ports across users and processes, process scheduling, and QoS. As we will see, all of these examples require that an interposition layer (a) have a ‘global view’ of traffic crossing multiple applications (not just one application at a time), and (b) have a ‘process view’ of users, processes, and on-host datastructures. Because of the need for both a global view and a process-level view, alternative approaches to dataplane interposition that do not directly involve the kernel are kludgy at best and impossible at worst. Dataplane interposition implemented by applications lack a global view; interposition implemented using the network (e.g., P4 [20] or a middlebox [6]) or by introducing a hypervisor switch (e.g., AccelNet [13]) lack the process-level view.

Debugging: Alice uses RSS [15] custom hashing to partition her NIC into two ‘virtual interfaces’ each with its own IP address—one for Bob, and one for Charlie. Alice notices a flood of ARP requests in her network with an unknown source MAC address. Without kernel bypass, Alice can inspect her server’s ARP cache and ifconfig to determine if her server is the source of the problem. In the kernel bypass setup, however, each application is responsible for generating their own ARP traffic. Unfortunately, Alice has no global view of her server’s network traffic and cannot trace traffic to the correct source process. Similarly, interposing at the network or hypervisor level does not help tracing traffic to a specific process. Instead, Alice must manually inspect every application installed by Bob and Charlie, one by one, to trace down the buggy ARP sender—which is tedious and scales poorly as the number of applications grows.2

Partitioning Ports: In another scenario, Alice assigns a single IP address to the server and wants to ensure that (a) only Postgres instances run by Bob can send or receive traffic on port 5432, and (b) only MySQL instances run by Charlie can send or receive traffic on port 3306. When using the kernel network stack, Alice can enforce this policy by adding iptables rules that match on cmd-owner (to match on process name) and uid-owner (to match on user ID). In a kernel bypass setup, Alice cannot enforce such a policy, and

---

1We note that the problems we present, for the most part also apply to machines used by a single user who is also the administrator. Individual administrators often run several programs on a single server and hence Alice, Bob, and Charlie may represent different levels of privilege assigned to applications owned by a single human operator.

2This example is in fact based on a true story from our research lab!
violations can occur through simple application misconfiguration or bugs. Interposing at the network or hypervisor level also cannot enforce this policy since neither is able to determine what process a packet originated at, or what user started the process. As a result, this policy is unenforceable when using kernel-bypass libraries and requires an on-host interposition layer.

**Process Scheduling:** Charlie and Bob run multiple applications which access the network intermittently. The applications rely on blocking I/O operations and are willing to sleep until the OS ‘wakes’ the application on the arrival of data. Linux supports both blocking and non-blocking operations. With kernel bypass the blocking option is not available since the kernel is not able to detect packet arrivals in the dataplane to ‘wake’ an application. As a consequence, Charlie and Bob are forced to use non-blocking operations and poll for packets, ‘burning’ CPU cores unnecessarily for applications that might be better served by blocking operations. Although interposition at the hypervisor or network level does have visibility into packet arrivals, neither can signal and unblock processes.

**QoS:** Alice notices that both Bob and Charlie occasionally SSH into the server to play an online-multiplayer game, and she decides to apply traffic shaping to the game’s network bandwidth, so that more productive applications are unaffected. If the game uses the kernel network stack, Alice can move the game to its own control group (cgroup) and then use tc and qdisc to enforce a shaping policy. In a kernel bypass setup, Alice cannot enforce her shaping policy. Applications cannot individually enforce any work-conserving shaping policy (such as weighted fair queuing [10]) without viewing all rates from all competing traffic sources. Interposition at the hypervisor and network level, where one can observe all competing traffic sources, is also challenging as the game server uses different ports in each session, hence, one cannot simply set a policy to ‘de-prioritize game traffic on port 1234 when it competes with traffic from applications on port 6789.’ Instead, similarly to the port partitioning scenario, enforcing QoS requires visibility over which users and processes are generating the traffic.

### 3 Kernel On-Path Interposition

To completely and simply implement the kinds of features discussed in §2, we propose an intuitive design for implementing dataplane interposition: embed a kernel-managed dataplane in a fully programmable SmartNIC. We refer to this approach as Kernel On-Path Interposition and it is illustrated in Figure 1. As in systems like Arrakis [38], a KOPI operating system allows applications to open socket-like connections by requesting permission from the kernel. The kernel then enables the application to route traffic directly to/from the NIC; packets in the dataplane do not pass through the software kernel. However—unlike prior work—the kernel can install code on the NIC that also monitors, manipulates, and filters traffic in the dataplane. In what follows, we identify a few properties that are necessary for a modern interposition layer to support the kinds of functionality discussed in §2 and why KOPI uniquely meets these requirements.

**The interposition layer must be isolated from the application.** In the port partitioning and QoS examples from §2, we saw that policies are often designed to control/limit the activity of a particular user or process; implementing interposition to enforce policies in the applications leads to a design that is easily evaded by a malicious or compromised application. Because KOPI is implemented fully on the NIC and managed by the kernel, applications cannot evade policies enforced by the interposition layer.

**The interposition layer must be able to interpose on cross-application traffic.** In the debugging and QoS examples, we also saw that some administrative actions require a global view of traffic across multiple applications; instrumentation within a single application hence cannot implement a global traffic shaping policy and debugging using application-level interposition can be tedious because it requires inspecting every application individually. Sitting on the NIC, KOPI can view the flow of traffic over all processes that share the same interface—enabling effective traffic shaping/QoS and debugging.

**The interposition layer must be integrated with the OS.** Many interposition tasks require knowledge of processes, their ownership and privileges, and how to signal/interrupt them—as we saw in the process scheduling and partitioning ports example. Because hypervisor switches are separated from these OS-level data, they cannot implement these features (and neither can an in-network solution such as a P4 switch or a middlebox). As we will discuss in §4.3, a KOPI should be implemented with explicit signaling mechanisms between the interposition layer and the kernel.

**The interposition layer must avoid unneeded data movement.** We will not belabor this point, as it is already the subject of a sizable literature [11, 25, 37, 38, 56]: unnecessary transfers of data—whether virtual (involving software copies or context switches) or physical (involving moving data between cores)—lead to performance overheads that are considered unacceptable for today’s network workloads. Implementing interposition on a SmartNIC avoids such data movement.

**The interposition layer must be fully programmable.** Many off-the-shelf NICs incorporate a variety of fixed offload engines e.g., for TCP segmentation [17, 18], TCP offload [8], or filtering [17, 18]. Is implementing a useful interposition layer simply a matter of developing the right collection of hardware accelerators? Unfortunately, implementing complex logic in fixed function hardware necessarily limits the evolution of new protocols and policies (as new hardware
comes out on timescales measured in years), where software developers working on the kernel network stack are accustomed to issuing hundreds of updates per year—as previously mentioned, in 2020 alone net/netfilter registered 377 commits and net/sched had 249 commits in the Linux kernel. This lack of ability to upgrade is part of the reason that the OS community has resoundingly rejected complex offloads such as TCP Offload Engines [2, 52]. Programmability is hence necessary to ensure that new networking policies and features continue to be developed and adopted at the same rate as they are today: a SmartNIC is capable of this where a fixed-function NIC is not.

Until recently, most servers had no on-path location that met these requirements: On most servers, data was generated in the application, and then transferred to NICs which were not programmable, before leaving the host. Today, we finally have a new opportunity which meets all of the above requirements: modern SmartNICs.

4 Norman Design Sketch

We are developing Norman, an operating system which implements KOPI. We first describe the hardware targeted by Norman, and then give an overview of Norman’s architecture and some of the mechanisms required to realize it.

4.1 Hardware Considerations

Norman targets servers that include FPGA-based SmartNICs, where the FPGA is ‘on-path’ [19], i.e., SmartNICs where all packets traverse the FPGA by default. Our use of an FPGA in the dataplane means that Norman includes components written in C (running on the host CPU) and in RTL (running on the FPGA NIC). We chose FPGAs since (a) they are fully/generically programmable; (b) there exist SmartNICs which include FPGAs on-path;³ and (c) recent work [1, 4, 13, 29, 39, 57] has demonstrated exciting performance results for network processing on FPGA-based SmartNICs, and we hope to achieve similarly high performance.

4.2 Norman Architecture

In Figure 1 we show an overview of Norman’s architecture. Our goal in designing Norman was to provide the same separation as the kernel: the kernel should have complete control over the NIC, and expose a narrow interface (similar to the socket interface) for applications. Norman is comprised of the following three components:

First, the on-SmartNIC dataplane implements all of the interposition logic including packet filters, queuing disciplines, congestion control, and packet sniffing. The dataplane sends and receives packets directly to/from userspace (§4.3), but receives control plane signaling through a separate interface with the kernel (§4.4).

The Norman library provides abstractions that allow applications to interface with the network. It provides both POSIX APIs—so that applications can be easily portable between Norman and other systems—as well as more efficient abstractions that prevent unnecessary copies [38, 56]. As we describe below, the Norman library interfaces with both the in-kernel control plane and the on-SmartNIC dataplane to implement its functionality. The library also implements dataplane functionality that does not require privileged interposition.

Finally, the in-kernel control plane is responsible for allocating network resources to applications and for configuring the on-SmartNIC dataplane. Tools such as tc, iptables and tcpdump also call into the in-kernel control plane, which updates the SmartNIC dataplane.

4.3 Applications’ Dataplane Interface

The Norman library allows applications to use the familiar sockets interface to communicate over the network, while ensuring that operations which send or receive data do not go through any off-path interposition logic. In order to do so, the library calls into the in-kernel control plane when handling calls that establish a new connection (e.g., connect(2) and accept(2)). In response to these calls, the in-kernel control plane allocates (and pins) memory for a pair of per-connection ring-buffers that the application uses to send and receive data from the connection, and configures the NIC so that packets belonging to the connection are written to the appropriate ring buffer. The kernel also grants the application access to SmartNIC MMIO registers that store the head and tail pointer for each ring buffer. Using these MMIO registers and ring buffers, the application can directly send and receive data by merely accessing memory. Our approach to implementing connection setup in the kernel and allowing applications direct access to NIC resources for sending and receiving data is similar to the approach adopted by Arrakis [38] and TAS [25], however we can support richer dataplane policies.

A second concern that Norman’s architecture needs to address is how to provide blocking system calls. Similar to kernel-bypass approaches, our use of memory reads and writes is at odds with blocking for I/O. The Norman dataplane therefore allows connections to be configured so that the NIC adds notification to a shared notification queue when

³Some SmartNICs include FPGAs as a ‘lookaside’ [35] but we do not use these platforms to avoid unnecessary physical data movement.
packets are added to a queue (allowing blocking receive calls) or when a queue is drained (allowing blocking for sends). A process’s notification queue is accessible to both the process and the kernel, and the Norman kernel control plane is responsible for monitoring notifications sent to blocked threads, and unblocking the thread when necessary. The control plane on the kernel can also choose to enable interrupts for notification queues with low activity. This allows Norman to support both blocking and non-blocking I/O while making efficient use of CPU cycles.

4.4 Configuring the On-SmartNIC Dataplane

Only the kernel has privilege to configure the SmartNIC, so any runtime configuration made using utilities like `iptables` or `tc` continue to be routed through the kernel. Under the hood, the kernel applies the new configurations to the on-SmartNIC dataplane in two main ways. Some changes, like inserting a new firewall rule, simply require injecting new data into memory on the SmartNIC and are made using commands passed through MMIO registers. However, some changes require changing functionality on the fly, such as applying a new queueing policy. For these changes we adopt a new approach to designing FPGA programs called an overlay [4, 28]. An overlay can be thought of as a custom, potentially non-Turing complete processor with a domain-specific instruction set (e.g., an instruction set defining traffic shaping policies). To load a new policy, one does not need to change the underlying hardware, but load a new ‘program’ into the overlay.

In addition to configuration updates, one may wish to install an entirely new bitstream to the FPGA—that is, to rewrite the hardware. These operations take seconds or longer, and can be thought of as the equivalent to upgrading the kernel itself; Norman might require such an update to, e.g., add support for eBPF to a dataplane which previously did not offer eBPF, but should not require such an update for most configuration changes including ones required by tools such as `tc` or `iptables`.

5 Open Challenges

We are currently implementing Norman using a fork of the Linux kernel and a Stratix 10 MX FPGA. Realizing the design approach we have set out in the previous section is continually revealing to us new systems challenges and we outline several of our current open questions as follows.

How high can a per-connection application interface scale? In §4.3 we discussed how Norman allocates a pair of ring buffers for each connection, and configures the NIC to direct packets from a connection to the appropriate ring buffer. Our current implementation fails to sustain full (100Gbps) throughput when there are more than 1024 concurrent connections, although a single IP address should be able to support millions of connections! One possible reason for this is that DDIO, which Intel uses to improve I/O performance, can only use a fixed fraction of LLC cache space [31, 53], and can slow down I/O if more cache space is necessary. We suspect that the number of active ring buffers is outstripping the DDIO cache thus impacting our performance. Beyond performance concerns, resource limits on the NIC might hold us back from scaling to more connections: NICs have relatively little on-board memory [23, 45, 57], and prior work has shown that the need for per-connection state at the NIC can be a scalability bottleneck [23, 45]. One can reduce state requirements by sharing buffers across connections, but this brings its own challenges and might require changing application abstractions. At present, it is simply not clear whether per-connection semantics are feasible, or if sustaining high throughput will necessitate sharing ring buffers between connections from the same application.

Is an FPGA reconfigurable enough to support online configuration updates? We chose to use an FPGA based SmartNIC, in part because of FPGAs’ success in achieving high performance for a range of networking applications [1, 4, 13, 29, 39, 57]. However, they have one distinct disadvantage relative to CPU and NPU based NICs: changing the installed functionality on the dataplane takes longer for an FPGA than it does to change the instructions running on the CPU/NPU. In section 4, we discussed our proposal to use ‘overlays’ to swap out different custom behaviors, e.g., for queueing disciplines, online. However, designing overlays that are resource efficient (using limited memory and logic gates), achieve high performance, and are flexible is an active area of research on its own [28, 51]. It is yet unclear that our FPGA overlay approach will prove superior to a similar CPU/NPU based design to implement KOPI.

Can we prevent a KOPI from being vulnerable to resource exhaustion? SmartNICs inherently have limited memory relative to the amount of available on-host memory. This makes them vulnerable to resource-exhaustion attacks (as has been noted in attempts to deploy TCP offloads [52]). Given the complexity of functionality we aim to offload to the NIC—filtering, queueing, per-connection state, NAT, and everything else the kernel does today—the potential to exhaust NIC resources is all the more dramatic than prior, single-task offloads to SmartNICs. Our hope is that a combination of careful data structure design, as well as the option to route ‘low priority’ or ‘performance non-critical’ traffic through a software datapath, will mitigate these challenges. But we have yet to explore the limits of NIC memory on KOPI in detail.

6 Related Work and Conclusion

KOPI can be seen as a natural evolution at the convergence of several lines of research. First, the case for new operating systems which bypass the kernel networking stack has been made elegantly by Peter et al. with Arrakis [38], and by Belay...
et al. with IX [3]; several other systems follow suit [32, 56]. At the same time, AccelNet [13] makes the case for hypervisor dataplane offloads to SmartNICs. Finally, several works have also explored offloading individual kernel functionality, e.g., parts of the TCP stack [1, 33, 34, 44, 49], packet steering [24, 42, 50], QoS [13, 30, 50], filtering [13, 24, 30, 49], rate limiting [26, 30, 41, 50], and process scheduling [16].

KOPi is inspired by all of the above. Remove dataplane operation from the software kernel (like Arrakis and IX), offload network processing to a SmartNIC (like AccelNet), and implement rich functionality—beyond the simple switching of AccelNet—in the hardware dataplane (like the many offloads listed above).

Indeed, from the perspective of these authors, the question now is not whether KOPi is the right next step for high-performance networking, but what we need to do to achieve it. Can current SmartNICs support all of the functionality we require? Do we need to extend SmartNIC hardware somehow, e.g., to better support thousands of concurrent sockets? How do we prevent resource exhaustion on the limited resources of the SmartNIC? Is it really feasible to implement filtering and queueing disciplines in a way that is updatable on demand, resource-efficient, and achieves high performance? Hence, our next steps are to continue developing Norman and tackle these challenges head-on.
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